and, for reasonable values of a, increases much faster with B than a. However, there are technological limits on how much B can be increased; for example, some superconductors would be limited to 17 T at the coil casing. Since B can only be increased to a maximum amount, Eq. (4) determines the minimum size machine required to give a specified triple product. If the triple product for ignition is a factor of 10 larger than that measured on a present day machine with a = 1 m and BIB,, = 1/2, then varying p* along the dimensionless scaling path implies that the reactor must be at least a = 1.1 m for a = 1, a = 1.5 m for a = 0, and a = 4.0 m for a = -1. (This assumes the ratio of toroidal field at the coil to the value at the major radius is fixed. Added geometric factors such as shielding and blankets must be factored in.) This exercise clearly shows that knowing the value of a sets the minimum size of a reactor without resorting to inter-machine size scaling exercises.
There are two major assumptions which must be satisfied to use this dimensionless scaling technique. First, the parametric dependence of the turbulent instabilities must remain fixed as p* is changed. If modes are stabilized or destabilized as p* changes, then clearly F and perhaps even a will change. Second, the pa scaling must be a simple power law exponential form. There is no general principle which mandates this form; it was chosen because drift wave theories give quasilinear diffusivities of this form. Some confidence in the validity of these assumptions can be gained by testing the universality of the inferred value of a and by using the scaling technique to predict the performance of other present-day devices with similar configurations.
Having chosen the form of the diffusivity as in Eq. (l), theoretical constraints indicate that a w i l l be in the range -1 to 1, as mentioned above. Most theoretical transport models have a step size tied to the gyroradius and characteristic time tied to the inverse of the wave frequency, so that
( 5 )
Making the usual assumption that keps is constant, Eq. (5) gives a = 1. This is called "gyro-reduced Bohm" or simply "gyro-Bob" scaling since the Bohm coefficient is reduced by p*. The other extreme is the case where the magnetic configuration is completely stochastic and transport is along field lines. Then, a indicating that x is independent of B, which is the intuitive result. In this limit, a = -1.
Since it is not expected that transport can be any worse than this stochastic limit or any better than gyro-Bob, these form the limits for reasonable values of a.
Empirical arguments lead to two intermediate values of a. One is simply given by setting a = 0. This gives "Bohm" scaling because there is no longer any reduction of xB by p + . The original heuristic arguments about Bohm diffusion invoked an effective collision time due to turbulence which was proportional to the inverse of the cyclotron frequency 131. Thus, the diffusive step of one gyroradius occurred in each gyroperiod. Modern heuristic arguments invoke turbulence which has a correlation length on the order of the machine size rather than the gyroradius; however, there has been little success theoretically in finding such modes. The other empirical argument arises from taking the confinement time to scale like I / @ , first introduced by Goldston [4] . Since this form is not dimensionally correct, it cannot be uniquely transformed to dimensionless variables; however, one reasonable transformation is to take the confinement time proportional to l/pq2. Since these two quantities are held fixed in this dimensionless scaling, the "Goldston" scaling along this path is x independent of B for fixed a. This implies that a = -1/2 to cancel all the factors with B in Eq. (l), when the scaling of T with B is taken into account.
In the DIII-D dimensionless scaling experiments, the size and shape of the plasma are held fixed and the magnetic field and temperature change to vary p+ [5] . The dimensionless parameters used here are normalized gyroradius p* = p / a , p a nT/B2, collisionality u+ cc nq/T2, and safety factor q u B / I , where p+, p , and u,, axe defined separately for electrons and ions. Then for a change in B, the variables n, T, and I must change like n a B4l3, T u B2/', I a B to keep p, v+, and q constant. The effective charge Z f i , ion mass, the temperature ratio Te/Ti, the heating profiles, and the density and temperature scale lengths should also be held constant. The variation in p+ is proportional to B-'I3. Because some of the discharges are heated with electron cyclotron heating (ECH), the toroidal field could only be varied by exactly a factor of two in order to preserve the heating profile. This leads to a variation in p+ of a factor of 1.6. Table 1 gives the engineering parameters for the three cases which w i l l be discussed in this paper -a low-density rf-heated pair of discharges, a high-density rf-heated pair, and a neutral beam injection (NBI) heated pair at a density close to the high-density rf case. Figure 1 shows the dimensionless quantities for the case b versus the radial coordinate r / a , which is the square root of the enclosed toroidal flux normalized to the edge value. Over the region 0.4 < r / a < 0.8, the dimensionless parameters are well matched and p+ varies everywhere by the expected factor of 1.6.
In order to determine the value of a for each of these cases, the ratio of the power balance diffusivities will be shown for both electrons and ions. To aid in understanding the relationship of a and the ratio of the diffusivities, Table 2 gives the expected ratio for the four cases discussed above: gym-Bohm, Bohm, Goldston, and stochastic scaling.
The scaling of the confinement time is just the inverse of that for xDS, as given by be determined from a p* scan. In fact, this is exactly the point of the p* scan; the other dimensionless parameters need not change to extrapolate to a reactor, and the potentially complex dependencies on n, T, and B need not be explicitly determined.
The ratio of the power balance dif€usivities has been determined individually for electrons and ions for each of the three cases in Table 1 . These ratios are plotted as a function of r/a in Figs. 2(a), 3(a), and 4(a). In each case, the results are quite clear -the electrons scale like gyro-Bob (a = l), while the ions scale as discussed above for Goldston scaling (a = -1/2). The error bars are determined by systematically varying the input data and combining the errors with the assumption that inputs are uncorrelated. The implication is that the difference in scaling between electrons and ions is not due to some onset in turbulence at high density, nor is it dependent on the heating source. Specifically, the ion p* scaling is the same in the case where the ions are only heated by collisional coupling (rf cases) and the case where power goes to the ions directly (NBI case). It is interesting to check what conclusions would have been drawn if an analysis based on effective diffusivity or global confinement time had been applied to the data, as was done in all previous dimensionless scaling experiments. Figures 2 (a), 3 (a) ,and 4(a) show the ratio of the effective diffusivities defined by Also given in the figures is the ratio of the energy confinement times. By both measures, the low-density case has gym-Bohm scaling, while the two high-density cases exhibit Bohm scaling. This is very reminiscent of the ohmic density scaling which has a transition from linear scaling to saturated at some density. The important point is that the analysis using the effective diffusivity can yield the spurious result that transport has Bohm scaling, when in fact neither species actually has B o b scaling. To help understand why the scalings of the global confinement time and the effective diffusivity exhibit different scalings under different conditions while the individual species do not, the fractional power exhausted in the electron channel is plotted in Figs. 2(b) , 3(b), and 4(b) for the three cases, respectively. In the low-density rf case (Fig. 2) , d of the input power is to electrons, and the low density and high electron temperature reduce the collisional coupling to the ions. Therefore, most of the power is exhausted through electron conduction and the scalings of the global confinement and the effective diffusivity match the electron scaling. In the high-density rf case (Fig. 3) , the input power is again exclusively in the electron channel. However, the collisional coupling is now much larger and roughly equal amounts of power are exhausted through electron and ion conduction. The scalings of the global confinement and the effective diffusivity are simply the weighted average of the individual scalings. The scaling appears as Bohm only by coincidence, not because of the intrinsic properties of the plasma. Likewise, the Bohm scaling of the confinement time and effective Musivity in the NBI case (Fig. 4) are due to the weighted average of the electron and ion scaling. In this case the NBI puts power to both electrons and ions, and the collisional exchange term is a relatively minor part of the power balance. Clearly, global and one-fluid analysis can provide very misleading results. This may also explain why there has been no success in finding a theoretical model with Bohm scaling.
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~ TWO-FLUID ANALYSIS OF DIMENSIONALLY SIMILAR DISCHARGES the low-density rf-heated pair of discharges (case a in Table 1 ). Also shown is the effective diffusivity dehed by Eq. The observation of different p* scalings for electrons and ions can unify the various observations reported previously using analysis of the effective diffusivity. ECH experiments on DIII-D [6] and the Wendelstein VII-AS stellarator 171 both found gyro-Bohm scaling for the confinement time and the effective diffusivity. Since both experiments used electron heating at low density, the electron conduction was probably dominant as in Fig. 2 . Ion cyclotron minority heating experiments on JET [8] and NBI experiments on TFTR [9] both found Bohm scaling for the total flux. The JET experiment was similar to the case shown in Fig. 3 with strong electron heating and strong electron-ion coupling. The TFTR experiment was more like the case shown in Fig. 4 with direct heating in both electrons and ions. Apparently, the uncertainty in the electron and ion diffusivities due to the strong exchange term was too large to make a two-fluid analysis in these cases. However, the observed p, scalings reported here for DIII-D can unify a l l of these previous experiments with reasonable assumptions.
The observation of separate ion and electron p, scalings may have a profound impact on the extrapolation to reactors such as ITER with smaller p, than present-day devices. First, it is important to acknowledge that the experiments reported here do not lie on a dimensionless scaling path to an attractive reactor. From Fig. 1 , the p is much too low and v, too high for a reasonable reactor. Also, q is much higher than expected for a reactor, the ion mixture is not 50-50 D-T, the temperatures are not equilibrated, and the confinement is L-mode rather than H-mode. The effect of all these differences on the p, scaling is unknown. However, the p, scalings observed here make a startling Table 1 ). Also shown is the effective diffusivity defined in Eq. where the p* scaling of the electrons is taken to be a = 1 and the ion scaling is taken to be a = -1/2. The dependence of xeff/xB on p* is plotted in Fig. 5 smaller p + . Notice also that if the constraint of Te = is released, this scaling permits the existence of hot-ion modes, if the ions are heated directly and decouple from the electrons. The xeR/xB will stay on the ion branch as it moves to larger p + . Therefore, the observed p* scalings may also explain the asymmetry observed on JET in electron and ion heating [lo] .
In conclusion, the DIII-D data indicate distinct p* sca.lings for the two species This result is independent of the heating method. The global energy confinement time and the effective diffusivity scaling vary from gyro-Bohm to Bohm, depending on the fractional power exhausted in each channel. If this scaling persists at reactor-relevant values of p, v*, and q in a reactor-relevant geometry, the confinement is predicted to scale unfavorably with p* from present-day experiments.
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